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ABSTRACT
The superlithiation of organic anodes is a promising approach for developing the next generation of sustainable Li-ion batteries with high
capacity. However, the lack of fundamental understanding hinders its faster development. Here, a systematic study of the lithiation processes
in a set of dicarboxylate-based materials is carried out within the density functional theory formalism. It is demonstrated that a combined
analysis of the Li insertion reaction thermodynamics and the conjugated-moiety charge derivative enables establishing the experimentally
observed maximum storage, thus allowing an assessment of the structure–function relationships also.

© 2022 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0119904

INTRODUCTION

The rapid implementation of Li-ion batteries has highlighted
some of the problems of this technology, which has sparked
interest in organic-based electrode materials.1–3 They present a
feasible alternative to conventional inorganic-based compounds
in key aspects related to environmental issues, such as mining
impacts and recyclability.4–6 In recent years, several organic com-
pounds have been reported as functional active electrode mate-
rials for Li-,7–11 Na-,12–14 and K-ion15–18 batteries for a range of
different chemistries.19–23 Some of these materials can offer long
cyclability,24–26 high specific energy,27,28 and fast kinetics.29,30 In
particular, the dicarboxylate-based compounds display promising
properties in terms of comparatively high capacity, decent kinet-
ics, and also being abundant in nature, thereby constituting a
platform that can utilize biological resorces.31 These compounds
present a rich variety of reaction mechanisms, which are intrinsi-
cally dependent on their organic-chemistry functionalities. In this
context, the reversible reduction of the carbonyl (R–C=O) oxygen
double bond during the coupled electron–ion de/insertion process

has been utilized extensively. For high potential electrodes, the
inserted electron tends to be localized over the redox active cen-
ters, while for low potential electrodes it tends to be delocalized
over the moiety, with the molecular unit functioning as an elec-
tronic reservoir in both cases.32,33 For some compounds, however,
the amount of charge this organic reservoir accepts can surpass
what is expected, thereby directly affecting the maximum number
of ions to be inserted. Such abnormal capacity to store Li-ions has
been reported for a number of dicarboxylate-based compounds.34–37

Dilithium benzene-dipropiolate (Li2BDP),35 for example, has been
shown to accommodate 11.5 Li-ions per molecular unit (Li13.5BDP).
This represents an excess of 5.5 Li-ions per molecular unit over the
expected capacity estimated by considering the possible reduction
sites. On the other hand, the structurally fairly similar dilithium
benzene diacrylate (Li2BDA)33,38 does not exhibit this behavior,
allowing insertion of only two Li-ions (Li4BDA), i.e., the expected
reduction of the two carbonyl groups.

This “superlithiation” phenomenon is still poorly under-
stood, and a systematic way to describe the electric storage lim-
its of these organic materials is yet to be realized. Furthermore,
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understanding the fundamental aspects of this storage mechanism
constitutes a necessary step to design novel battery electrodes
that could offer superior energy storage capacity. Herein, we
report an investigative analysis at a molecular level to probe the
charge storage limits of a set of dicarboxylate-based organic elec-
troactive materials: dilithium acetylene-dicarboxylate (Li2ADC),
dilithium tolane-dicarboxylate (Li2TODC),39 dilithium thiophene-
dicarboxylate (Li2TDC),34,40 dilithium terephthalate (Li2TP),31,32

and the already mentioned Li2BDA and Li2BDP. The Lewis struc-
tures of these compounds are shown in Fig. 1(a). Together, they span
a space of carbonyl-based materials with different functionalities,

where some show the superlithiation behavior and some not due
to still unknown reasons, while all are of low Mw enough to pro-
vide a robust benchmarking. The computational approach starts by
performing a microcanonical (NVE) Born–Oppenheimer molecular
dynamics simulation at a reasonably high temperature (400 K) for
several lithiation stages. This ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD)
simulations-based approach is carried out following the density
functional theory (DFT) framework as implemented in the Vienna
Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code.41–43 The elevated tem-
perature allows the configurational space of these molecules to
be explored during the dynamics, which helps to understand the

FIG. 1. (a) 2D representations of all the
investigated compounds. (b) Workflow
summarizing the melting–quenching
framework employed in this work.
The following color scheme applies
for the atoms: pink for lithium, white for
hydrogen, gray for carbon, and red for
oxygen.
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Li-ion positioning relative to the moiety. Although this methodology
does not reflect the complete electrode environment, it mimics well
the intrinsic molecular-level changes, which are the most essential
for the reactions. In contrast to most conventional Li-ion battery
electrodes, these materials form molecular crystals, which largely
preserve the properties of the molecular building blocks. Further-
more, alternatively assessing all the lithiated phases of a given
compound is unrealistic due to computational limitations, at least if
done in a sophisticated manner. For instance, if an accurate predic-
tion technique such as the evolutionary algorithm33 is be considered,
a substantial computational effort is required to predict all phases of
a compound like Li2BDP that has a final lithiation state of Li13.5BDP.
This motivates the choice of the applied methodology.

In sequence, the AIMD simulation was split into 100 equal
intervals and one random snapshot was chosen from each of them,
resulting in 100 snapshots from equally spaced time intervals. Then,
geometry optimizations were performed on all these structures fol-
lowing the VASP DFT framework, selecting in sequence the one
with the lowest ground-state electronic energy. This final structure
then served as a starting point for further investigations, such as
the thermodynamics of the lithiation reaction. This entire process,
also known as a “melting-quenching” approach,44–46 is summa-
rized in Fig. 1(b) and one of its major features is to find the
most stable configuration within the proposed limits. Nonethe-
less, a final geometry optimization within the DFT framework was
performed for all selected structures following the implementation
present in the Gaussian 16 software package.47 More details are
provided in the supplementary material. From this step, a Natu-
ral Population Analysis48 was also performed to evaluate atomic
charges. Furthermore, several lithiation stages were evaluated for all
investigated compounds together with their Li-ion insertion ther-
modynamics and formation energies to uncover possible reaction
pathways. These quantities were obtained by following the Nernst
equation and the formation energy of alloys, i.e., Eqs. (S2) and (S3),
respectively.

Figure 2 shows the Li-ion insertion voltages for different reac-
tion pathways, following the corresponding reaction thermodynam-
ics and formation energies of the involved phases. These pathways
are expressed by a sequence of numbers (shown in Fig. 2) represent-
ing the total amount of Li-ions in the compound, always starting
from the delithiated phase. In short, a sequence of “2, 3, 4, 6”
means that 1 Li+ is first inserted in this material (Li2 -> Li3), fol-
lowed by another one (Li3 -> Li4) and finally a two-step reaction
of 2 Li+ (Li4 -> Li6). To evaluate the actual phases participating in
these reactions, thermodynamic analysis suggests that the equilib-
rium potential V(n) with respect to Li/Li+ should decrease or stay
constant for each lithiation step n. Equivalently,

∂V(n)
∂n

≤ 0, (1)

which means that the potential should always decrease upon
Li+ insertion. Therefore, phases that violate this rule or have unfa-
vorable formation energies [Eq. (S3)] should not be observed.
In such cases, the system disproportionates into an equilibrium
mixture of the previous and the next phases (if the overall thermody-
namics of such reaction is favored), which may occur through a two-
step process in the electrode. Figure 2(a) shows the Li2ADC case,

following two allowed reaction pathways. This molecule is expected
to accommodate 4 Li+ (Li6ADC) upon reduction of the carbonyl
groups and the carbon–carbon triple bond (C≡C). However, our
analysis shows that it can be further lithiated up to the Li9ADC
phase, i.e., an excess of three Li-ions. Considering the small molecu-
lar weight of this compound, this represents an impressive lithiation
capacity. Similarly, Fig. 2(b) presents the Li2TODC being reduced
to Li4TODC, in accordance with the results reported by Tarascon
and colleagues.39 Nonetheless, our thermodynamic analysis suggests
that the Li5TODC and Li6TODC phases are also thermodynamically
favorable. Li2TDC, in Fig. 2(c), has been shown to accommodate
an “abnormal” capacity in the work of Lee et al.,34 reaching the
Li7.8TDC phase instead of the expected Li4TDC phase based on
the reduction of carbonyls. Likewise, our analysis suggests that this
material can be lithiated up to Li7TDC or Li8TDC phases. However,
the molecular ring is fragmented during the Li8TDC AIMD simula-
tion, leading to a degradation process. This effect is also reported
experimentally, with an increasing amorphization being observed
during the initial cycles. In the same work from Lee et al.,34 a similar
“abnormal” capacity is shown for Li2TP, with the material under-
going two extra lithiation steps (Li6TP). Figure 2(d) shows that
this material can in fact be further reduced to Li8TP, i.e., an addi-
tional two-step reaction could occur. For Li2BDA, in Fig. 2(e), two
different reaction pathways are possible. The first shows that the
lithiation could go up to the Li10BDA phase, while the other set
shows a maximum at Li5BDA. However, this material is reported38

to accommodate only two inserted Li-ions, i.e., Li4BDA would be its
final stage. This possible overestimation of the storage capacity illus-
trates the limitations of the current approach, which is purely based
on the reaction thermodynamics. Finally, Fig. 2(f) shows the com-
pound Li2BDP. As previously stated, this compound was reported
to achieve an impressive lithiation capacity of 11.5 inserted Li-ions,
stabilizing into the Li13.5BDP phase.35 Our analysis suggests that
this material could reach either the Li12BDP or Li14BDP phase,
depending on the reaction pathway. Given the experimental result
(Li13.5BDP), it is possible that both phases with 12 and 14 Li-ions are
being stabilized during the battery operation, hence the displayed
“average” equilibrium phase with 13.5 Li-ions.

Only analyzing the insertion voltages is actually insufficient
to evaluate the maximum storage capacity of these materials. The
dilithium terephthalate case, for example, shows that this material
could be reduced to the Li8TP phase; however, only the Li6TP phase
has been experimentally observed.34 To address this issue, we intro-
duce a charge variation analysis of the organic moiety. The organic
counterpart (excluding Li-ions) here functions as a charge reser-
voir, accommodating the inserted electron at each lithiation step.
Therefore, following the changes in the charge state of the moiety
probes their capacity limit. In particular, the charge variation for
each lithiation step n should be negative when the moiety accepts the
inserted electron and positive otherwise. This can also be formulated
according to the following equation:

∂Q(n)
∂n

< 0, (2)

where Q represents the total charge of the moiety (in units of e),
excluding Li-ions. Therefore, this derivative will be positive at
the limit where the material would fail in accommodating extra
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FIG. 2. Insertion open-circuit voltages of the different reaction pathways for the (a) Li2ADC, (b) Li2TODC, (c) Li2TDC, (d) Li2TP, (e) Li2BDA, and (f) Li2BDP compounds.

electrons. At the molecule level, the moiety reduction starts to
become less favorable than the reduction of Li-ions, which would
lead to the electron being transferred to the Li+ and, thus, the for-
mation of metallic Li. This process may also be seen as the oxidation
potential of the succeeding phase becoming more positive than the
Li+ reduction potential. In this context, Fig. 3(a) shows the aver-
age charge per atom (excluding Li) as a function of the number of
Li-ions, while the zero-charge level refers to the delithiated com-
pound. These averages were calculated according to Eq. S(4). Phases
not following Eq. (1) or showing an unfavorable formation energy
were excluded from this analysis. The slope at different reaction
steps in these plots corresponds to Eq. (2) and is connected to the
charge storage capacity of the material. For example, a downward
slope represents a negative derivate—i.e., the moiety can accommo-
date more charge—while an upward change represents a positive
value in Eq. (2). For all the investigated compounds, the charge
varies according to the expected behavior. For example, BDP shows
a constant decrease in charge over the continuous reaction steps,
while TP displays an ascending slope after the Li6TP phase, sig-
naling that this would be its limit. The TDC, on the other hand,
seems to saturate at the Li6 phase, but a steep descent slope appears
at the Li8 phase. This is a result of the degradation process shown
during the AIMD simulation, with the ring being fragmented. Fur-
thermore, the charge derivatives are shown in Figs. 3(b)–3(g) for
the possible reaction pathways discussed before. These derivatives
are obtained from the total charge of the moiety in each reduction
step, excluding Li. Figure 3(b) shows the Li2ADC case, with a pos-
itive derivative appearing for Li10ADC. Correspondingly, for this
phase, the moiety repels one Li-ion during the AIMD simulation.
Figure S1 shows the Li coordination number evolution during the

AIMD simulation for each reduction step, with the appearance of a
coordination number of 0 for the Li10 phase, i.e., the Li is repelled
by the moiety. For Li2TODC, Fig. 3(c) shows both reaction path-
ways with negative derivative, but the Li6TODC phase display a
relatively small value. This indicates that the moiety is likely to fail
to accommodate the inserted electron. Furthermore, the equilib-
rium potential (Fig. 2) to reach Li5TODC is also rather small (near
0.05 V vs Li/Li+). These combined observations suggest that both
phases are not easily accessible during lithiation; hence, the inser-
tion of 2 Li+ (Li4TODC) should be the limiting capacity for this
compound. Figure 3(d), in turn, shows that the Li2TDC compound
has a zero derivative for the Li7TDC phase, i.e., the moiety does
not favor this reduction reaction. In addition, Fig. S2 also shows
a Li coordination number of 0 appearing for this phase. However,
the derivate shows a significant drop for Li8TDC. This happens fol-
lowing the reduction of the carbon–sulfur bonds in the thiophene
ring and results in a degradation of the molecule. Therefore, the
experimentally observed Li7.8TDC phase may be achieved through
a degradation of the thiophene rings, which corresponds well with
the progressive amorphization reported for this compound.34 For
Li2TP in Fig. 3(e), the charge derivative for the Li8TP phase is close
to zero, and therefore the TP moiety starts to fail in accommodat-
ing new electrons. This result is in conformity with the experimental
finding of Li6TP being the final stabilized phase. Furthermore, the
moiety starts to repel a Li-ion in the Li7TP phase, and a Li coor-
dination number of 0 is shown in Fig. S3 for this and the Li8TP
phases. Figure 3(f) shows the benzene diacrylate case, with a posi-
tive derivative appearing for the Li5BDA phase. As can be seen, our
results suggest that this moiety could be further reduced as far as to
the Li9BDA phase, if another reaction path is considered. However,
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FIG. 3. (a) Average charge per atom
(excluding Li) as a function of the num-
ber of Li-ions and referred to the pristine
phase. The charge derivatives for the
(b) Li2ADC, (c) Li2TODC, (d) Li2TDC,
(e) Li2TP, (f) Li2BDA, and (g) Li2BDP
compounds.
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this compound has experimentally been reported to be lithiated
only to the Li4BDA phase. The nonobservance of further reduction
steps, contrary to our analysis, may be connected to the existence of
higher activation barriers for the Li4BDA + 2(Li+ + e− )→ Li6BDA
reaction. Otherwise, these further lithiation states not being
experimentally observed may be a feature of the experimental
measurements themselves. In the reported findings,38 the Li2BDA
compound was cycled in the potential ranges of 0.9–3.0 V vs Li/Li+.
However, the “extra” Li-ions are predicted to be inserted at much
lower potentials than 0.9 V.

Nevertheless, the results in Fig. 3 highlight the shortcomings
of the insertion voltages analysis depicted in Fig. 2 and better
illustrate the contrasts of the different reaction pathways. Finally,
Li2BDP in Fig. 3(g) shows a positive derivative first for the
Li12 → Li13 step. Therefore, the moiety could be reduced up to the
Li14BDP phase, as observed experimentally (Li13.5BDP).35 Moreover,
the final Li13.5BDP phase is once again justified as an intermediate of
both Li12BDP and Li14BDP phases.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, the joint analysis of Li-ion insertion reaction
thermodynamics for these compounds and the corresponding
charge derivatives is fundamental for understanding the lithiation
limit in organic battery electrodes. It is seen that these charge
derivatives are directly connected with the organic moiety’s abil-
ity to be consecutively reduced, i.e., its ability to accommodate
new inserted electrons during lithiation. Thereby, it becomes an
important fingerprint to understand the energy storage mechanism
in these materials, complementing the conventional reaction ther-
modynamic analysis. Moreover, our results are in good alignment
with the experimental reports for all the electrodes investigated. It
is also vital that this framework can be employed to uncover the
possible reaction pathways during lithiation, e.g., plausible one- or
two-phase reactions. Finally, our findings provide a thermodynamic
explanation to the “superlithiation” phenomenon36,37,49,50 reported
in the battery literature and unveil the lithiation limits of organic
electroactive materials.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

The supplementary material contains a detailed description
of the methodology and theoretical framework, additional figures
[Figs. S1–S3], equations [Eqs. (S1)–(S4)] and the final molecular
geometries for all the different compounds and phases.
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